


How our affiliate program works 

After you enter your email at https://www.nagaship.org/affiliate-program, you’ll receive a 
email confirmation. 

Check your junk, spam or promotion tab for our email which has a link to confirm 

you’re not a robot. 🤖  

You’ll receive a following email from us containing further information regarding the 
Affiliate Program, included is a link to create a password to access the dashboard. 

If you already confirmed your email and made your password you can access the 
dashboard with the following URL: 

https://systeme.io/dashboard/affiliate/ 

• All you have to do is send visits to our site, and we’ll convert them into 
customers. 

• You earn 30% on the amount of all sales at nagaship.org. 

• This is a lifetime affiliation, so the contacts you send are marked in our database 
with your Affiliate ID. Even if they don’t buy anything for 6 months or a year later, 
you will still earn commissions on the purchases. 

Note: Our affiliate program works on the last cookie. If another affiliate refers the 
same lead with their Affiliate ID after you do, they’ll get credit for the sale. 
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How to use your affiliate link: 

To promote nagaship.org, you just have to add /?sa=YOURAFFILIATEID at the end of 
the URL whenever you mention a nagaship.org page.  

This can be a landing page or a sales pages. Just as long as it contains: 

nagaship.org and /?sa=YOURAFFILIATEID 

Let's look at an example of how to use your affiliate link to promote the nagaship.org 
wholesale page. (URL to promote: https://nagaship.org/wholesale) 

Let's imagine that your affiliate ID is: 

sa00041537157dbe466c95a6395de4e031d503bea587  

Your affiliate link to promote this page is, therefore: 
https://www.nagaship.org/wholesale/?sa=sa00041537157dbe466c95a6395de4e031d503bea587 

You need to add “ /?sa= “ and then the affiliated id will also contain another “sa” with 
some numbers and letters. 
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What to promote: 

• nagaship.org/calendar - Pays, $9 per sale 

• nagaship.org/wholesale - Pays, $100 - $300 per sale 

More Products Coming Soon…  
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How to successfully promote Nagaship: 

Get to know our products 

Before you start promoting Nagaship, it's best to understand our products and 
learn exactly what we have to offer so you can articulate with accuracy. 

Inside our Discord Server and you’ll have access to the guide documents and 
community chat rooms, so any questions you have can be answered quickly. 

Build a relationship with an audience that needs Nagaship 
Products and differentiate yourself from the rest. 

• Generate content that you can integrate a Nagaship Product in (blogs, email 
sequences, social media content, courses) 

• Join the Nagaship Discord Server to access the swipe files, it contains photo, 
video and memes you can share on social mediums with your audience.  

• Network, whenever you’re networking; whether it’s online or in-person direct 
warm traffic to places where your links are posted… Close the deal on the spot. 
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